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I. Introduction

Persian Gulf, also known as the Arabian Gulf, contains eight countries within its region. Having a

coastline to the Gulf, all these eight countries had various claims on different sections of the Gulf which led

to many border disputes among the Gulf countries. Even though progress was made in the 1990s with the

efforts of Gulf countries, the territorial disputes between the United Arab Emirates (UAE) and Iran, two of the

countries with the greatest exclusive economic zone in the Gulf, remain active.

“Picture 1: Map of the Disputed Islands and the Strait of Hormuz”

Iran has occupied three islands in the Persian Gulf since the British left, but the United Arab Emirates

currently claims all three. These three islands are known as Abu Musa and the Greater and Lesser Tunbs.

Having a surface area of 25.1 square-kilometer, Abu Musa and the Greater and Lesser Tunbs lie in the

eastern Persian Gulf near the entrance to the Strait of Hormuz.

Two of the Emirates of the UAE, Sharjah and Ras al-Khaimah, claimed sovereignty to Abu Musa and

the Greater and Lesser Tunbs respectively. The ruler of Sharjah and Iran reached an agreement for the

island's shared administration, which has persisted to the present day, three days prior to the formation of

the United Arab Emirates on December 2, 1971. However, in 1992, Iran forbade non-UAE nationals from

entering the portion of the island administered by Sharjah, sent troops there, and intensified its settlement

activities. Iran took control of the Sharjah region of the island and raised the Iranian flag, then retreated to its

initial position. While Iran acknowledged being bound by the 1971 agreement on Abu Musa, they assert

ultimate sovereignty over the Tunbs and maintain that the UAE's claim to these two smaller islands is
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unjustified because "Ras al-Khaimah did not even exist at the start of the 20th century." as they have stated

in the Iranian Council.

II. Involved Countries and Organizations

Iran

Iran, being one of the two parties in the territorial dispute regarding Abu Musa and the Tunbs, has a

long-lasting claim on these islands. While they argue that the whole dispute is a simple misunderstanding,

Iran has constantly backed away from the solution attempts made by UAE. For example, UAE tried to take

the dispute to the International Court of Justice (ICJ), however due to the unwillingness of Iran to resolve this

issue under the ICJ the attempt was unsuccessful.

Iran also released statements on the issue, stating the islands as "inseparable parts" of Iranian

territory. The Iranian mission rejected the Emirati claims as being "baseless" with regard to the three islands

in the Persian Gulf. “I would like to respond to the UAE representative’s baseless claims against the territorial

integrity of my country regarding the Iranian islands of Abu Musa, Lesser Tunb, and Greater Tunb” (Anadolu

Ajansı) the statement said.

The United Arab Emirates (UAE)

Being the other major party in this issue, UAE focuses on advancing and creating solutions. UAE is

constituted of seven emirates: Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Sharjah, Ajman, Umm Al Quwain, Ras Al Khaimah, and

Fujairah. In those Emirates, Sharjah claimed Abu Musa and Ras Al Khaimah claimed the Tunbs before the

creation of the UAE. After the merger of seven emirates, UAE kept its claim on these islands and continued

to be a side in one of the “greatest territorial disputes in the Persian Gulf.”

UAE official Al-Marar gave a speech and demanded that Iran end its "occupation" of the three

essential islands situated close to the Strait of Hormuz. "The UAE will never cease its demand for its

legitimate sovereignty over the islands occupied by Iran since 1971, in flagrant violation of international law

and the United Nations Charter," (Anadolu Ajansı) said in the speech. He threatened to take the case to the

International Court of Justice while urging Iran to "agree to resolve this dispute peacefully through direct

negotiations".

Saudi Arabia

Being a part of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), Saudi Arabia has close relations with the UAE

and often shows its support to them. While there are not any tangible expressions of a union from the

Saudis, it is known that the relationships between UAE and Saudi Arabia are good, and the strategic
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position of the islands are significant for Saudi Arabia. However, UAE expressed its concerns that the

normalization of Saudi Arabia-Iran ties could lead to new agreements and possibly covert deals that would

harm the disputed islands.

The United Kingdom (UK)

It is still debatable how the United Kingdom assisted Iran in taking control of the contentious Tunbs

and Abu Musa islands in November 1971. Under the self-imposed deadline of its impending withdrawal

from the Gulf, the UK attempted to settle the status of the disputed islands on behalf of its protectorates.

The UK has an undeniable influence on the current events involving these islands as it was the previous

administrator of these islands before leaving them in 1971. Even though it does not support Iran, the UK has

expressed sympathy for the UAE in these conflicts, particularly during the Iran-Iraq war. Additionally, having

agreements with Sharjah, one of the emirates that make up the UAE, prior to their withdrawal from the Gulf

suggests that they are leaning more in the direction of the UAE on the current issue.

III. Focused Overview of the Issue

1. Geographic Characteristics of the Islands

About 35 miles northwest of Ajman, in the center of the Persian Gulf, is where you will find Abu

Musa. Nearly 25 miles north of Abu Musa are the Tunbs. Because the profits are split between Iran and the

emirate, Sharjah benefits significantly from the oil extraction from a field in Abu Musa. The island also

features significant amounts of red iron oxide.

The Lesser Tunb is rectangular in shape and has a

surface area of just two km2, whilst the Greater Tunb and

Abu Musa have a surface area of 10.3 km2 and 12.8 km2

respectively. Despite conflicting population estimates, it

appears that the Lesser Tunb is abandoned and that the

Greater Tunb may only contain a few hundred residents,

including an Iranian garrison and the naval station, while

Abu Musa had about 2000 inhabitants in 2012. However, all

of these islands' geostrategic relevance for governing Gulf

navigation is likely their most significant feature. They enjoy

a unique position that allows them to manage the export of

“Picture 2: Map of the Abu Musa and the Tunbs”
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oil from the Gulf, which accounts for 20% of the world's oil. The international economy would suffer greatly if

this trade were to be interrupted. Another reason Abu Musa is significant is that it serves as a defense for

Bandar Abbas, an important Iranian port that houses a military installation and a major oil refinery.

2. History of the Islands

Iran rests its claim to the islands on a line of precedence that stretches back to the sixth century

BCE and includes several ancient Persian empires. A geopolitics professor at Tarbiat Moddarres University

in Tehran named Pirouz Mojtahed-Zadeh claims that Eastern Arabia's political geography followed the same

trajectory as the rest of that region's political development throughout history. Despite claiming to have ruled

the Gulf continuously for more than two thousand years, Iran has not yet come forth with any archives of its

own that depict or document an earlier link with the islands according to some experts. Scholars that

concur with the UAE's claim to the islands reject the notion that Persian empires dominated the Persian Gulf

constantly, particularly after the rise of Islam. With the Islamic conquests in the seventh century AD, the Gulf

became an exclusively Arab lake, according to one statement. Local authorities, particularly those in Oman,

retained rule and sovereignty over the whole region even throughout the intervals that followed the collapse

of the early Islamic Caliphate.

There is no denying that throughout history, the three islands were controlled and captured by

various nations such as the Portuguese, Persians, Arabs, and Indians. However, the history of the islands as

of the 20th century mainly concerns the dispute between the UAE and Iran. A brief history of the islands in

the early 20th century could be presented with the following incidents.

Firstly, three Arabs received a concession in 1906 from Salim bin Sultan, the uncle of Sharjah's ruler

Saqr bin Khalid, for the iron oxide resources of Abu Musa. The workers of these three Arab companies

harvested the material and agreed to sell it to the Germans. But when Saqr bin Khalid learned of this, he

revoked the concession and, with British support, got the workers off the island, sparking an international

incident. At the beginning of this dispute, the limited resources concerning the islands were highlighted.

Following 1908, the island came under the jurisdiction of the United Kingdom together with the other

British-controlled islands in the Persian Gulf, including what is now known as the UAE. The UK handed over

control of the island in the late 1960s to Sharjah, one of the seven sheikdoms of the UAE. Iran moved to

reconnect the island politically to the mainland following the UK's 1968 announcement that it would

abandon its administrative and military presence in the Persian Gulf. Iran and Sharjah signed a

Memorandum of Understanding on November 30, 1971, two days before the United Arab Emirates' formal

creation. According to the map included in the Memorandum of Understanding, they agreed to permit Iran

to station troops on the island and Sharjah to maintain a local police station there. As part of the agreement,
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the two signatories agreed to split the island's energy

resources. The teeny emirate avoided an invasion by Iran by

signing the agreement, which came after Iran had gained

control of the smaller and uninhabitable Greater and Lesser

Tunbs two days earlier.

3. Memorandum of Understanding

As aforementioned, Sharjah and Iran signed a

Memorandum of Understanding in which both sides opted to

share sovereignty and judicial authority over the island as well

as the profits from oil exploration, while still agreeing to

recognize one another's claims to Abu Musa. Iran would

occupy the Northern part of the island, and Sharjah would

occupy the Southern part. Equal fishing privileges were

granted to citizens of both states within a 12-nautical-mile

radius of the island.

The Memorandum of Understanding also included the following terms: “(i) The flag of Sharjah would

remain flying over the island, including the government building and the police post; (ii) The Arab citizens of

Sharjah living on the island would remain under the authority of Sharjah; (iii) Iranian forces would be

stationed at an agreed-upon location on the island; (iv) Sharjah would receive annual financial aid of 1.5

million pound sterling. This aid would continue for

nine years, or until Sharjah’s own annual petroleum

sales reached 3 million pounds sterling.”

Regardless of the Memorandum, Iran

controlled the southern part of Abu Musa in 1992

and raised the Iranian flag there, but it quickly left the

area and claimed it was still subject to the terms of

the 1971 Memorandum of Understanding. Iran still

has roughly 4,000 troops stationed on the island, as

well as various weapons and artillery. Abu Musa

Island has been administratively a part of the Iranian

province of Hormozgan ever since. Not included in

this Memorandum of Understanding was the Tunbs.
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One day after the Abu Musa Agreement and two days before the United Arab Emirates became an

independent nation on December 1, 1971, Iran invaded these islets. While the Memorandum of

Understanding was violated by this event, since it was just a pre-solution attempt and was not binding,

there were not any major consequences for Iran. The UAE counters that they had previously inhabited the

Tunbs, that Iran forcibly invaded the islets, and that during the conflict, four Ras al-Khaimah police officers

and three Iranian soldiers perished.

4. Foreign Interventions and the Dispute’s Effect on International Relations

The Twin Pillar policy, which was the strategy of the United States to hold Saudi Arabia and Iran as

allies and protect the Arabian Peninsula against the invasions of the Soviet Union during the Cold War, was

abandoned after Iran's Islamic Revolution in 1979 expelled the nation from it. Iranians invaded the US

Embassy in Tehran that same year and kidnapped the staff members. Since those incidents, the UAE's

claim to the Tunbs and Abu Musa has received support from both the US and the UK. UAE officials hoped

that Iran's approach to the islands would alter as a result of the change in administration in this situation. In

a letter to Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, Shaikh Saqr bin Muhammad Al-Qasimi, the ruler of Ras Al-Khaimah

at the time, expressed his congratulations on the success of the Islamic revolution (Gulf Research Center

Cambridge). He also reminded Khomeini in the letter that Mohammad Reza Shah's administration's

occupancy of the islands had not been effectively addressed. Shaikh Saqr wrote, “I do not need to remind

you that the previous regime and the corrupt gangs you have defeated had been tempted to seize the two

islands [Tunbs] which had belonged to the Emirate of Ras Al-Khaimah since the most ancient times” (Gulf

Research Center Cambridge). However, Iran’s policy toward the islands did not change. In February 1979,

Hassan Ameenian, Iranian ambassador to the UAE, told Shaikh Saqr, “We are prepared to offer any amount

you request provided you keep silent and abandon the case.” (Gulf Research Center Cambridge).

Arab-Iranian relations were also severely strained as a result of the Iran-Iraq war (1980–88). Saddam

Hussein invaded Iran on September 22, 1980, one year after the Islamic Revolution in Iran had begun. Iran

attacked oil shipping in the Strait of Hormuz during the subsequent war by firing missiles at Iraqi and Kuwaiti

ships from Abu Musa island. This was known as "tanker warfare." The Arab Gulf governments provided

financial support to Iraq until 1988 when the conflict came to a conclusion with the deaths of one million

Iranians and one million Iraqis. Given this context, the Gulf States also agreed that an organization was

necessary to articulate their shared interests and address regional security issues. The first Gulf Cooperation

Council (GCC) meeting took place in Abu Dhabi in May 1981. Saddam Hussein, the leader of Iraq, stated

that one of Iraq's objectives was to free the islands from the Iranians in relation to the conflicts over the

UAE-Iranian islands. The islands served as a base for the Revolutionary Guard Corps of Iran.
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Since the UAE took its case to the UN, the Arab League has backed it in the islands issue. The GCC

has also said that it was backing the UAE. When Iran forbade third-party nationals from Sharjah or Iran from

landing in Abu Musa, both groups stood with the UAE in 1992. Iran alleged that Sharjah had broken the

Memorandum of Understanding by importing foreign nationals and developing new structures without its

consent. It is said that Iranians took action after Iranian security personnel monitored and verified the new

Sharjah building and that several non-native Arabs were going to settle on the island, reportedly with the

approval of some Arab nations. However there have been counter-arguments on the previous suggestions,

other scholars have been supporting that by annexing the other province, which was fully run and governed

by Sharjah, the Iranian government established its total control on the entire island. Iran also forbade UAE

nationals and residents from traveling to the island without first acquiring an Iranian visa. A considerable

number of travelers, including citizens and Arab instructors and their families, were refused water or urgent

medical attention by Iranian officials.

5. Economic and Geo-Political Aspects

The three islands hold up a significant place in the economic ongoing of the oil reserves located in

the Persian Gulf. As aforementioned in this report, three of these islands' strategic location for governing

Gulf navigation is undoubtedly their major significance. They enjoy the unique location that allows them to

manage the export of oil from the Gulf, which provides approximately 20% of the world's oil. The

international economy will suffer tremendously if this traffic were to be disrupted. One rationale for Abu Musa

is essential is that it acts as a barrier to Bandar Abbas, an important Iranian port that houses a military

facility and a massive oil refinery.

However, there is no major disagreement on the oil reserves located in Abu Musa. According to the

terms of the 1971 Memorandum of Understanding, Iran and Sharjah will continue to split the oil on Abu

Musa, and if any further reserves are discovered on this bigger island, they will likewise be split equally.

There is already a mechanism in place to defuse tension, at least in the economic sphere, regardless of how

much oil is produced. The two countries have agreed to disagree on this matter since 1971, therefore

although sovereignty over Abu Musa will likely continue to be disputed, a settlement is unlikely to occur very

soon. Because there is disagreement over those islands, the Tunbs are in a very different scenario. A similar

form of sharing arrangement, this time between Iran and Ras al Khaimah, may be used to settle any oil

discoveries and exploitation on those islands. Iran will continue to keep a close eye on them if not because

of their advantageous location as a base from which it can control marine commerce.

6. Important aspects of the solutions
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Before coming up with solutions, the difference between conquest and occupation must be made.

Conquering is no longer regarded as sufficient to make a legal claim under international law, despite the fact

that it used to be normal practice to claim land after the conquest. According to the 1907 Hague

Regulation, occupation, on the other hand, takes place when a conqueror's forces genuinely assume

administrative control over a captured region, and the conquering state's control only extends to the

territories that the defeated opposing state has actually occupied. Iran used force to take a territory where

power had previously been exercised, according to this definition. It is alleged that Iran broke Article 33 of

the UN Charter, which mandates that before using force, disagreeing governments must first try dialogue or

some other form of arbitration. There may be a very strong legal case for Iran's takeover of the Tunbs in

1971 constituting a breach of international law. The Iranian occupation of the Tunbs appears to be an

unjustified act of aggression given that Iran and the king of Ras Al-Khaimah have been unable to come to an

agreement regarding the purchase or lease of the Tunbs for more than fifty years. The Arabs claim that

Britain collaborated with Iran to deny Ras Al-Khaimah access to an area that the British had previously

acknowledged as being part of the emirate. Legally speaking, Mojtahed-assertion Zadeh's that Iran's

occupation of the islands was the product of "an unwritten understanding" is unpersuasive. The International

Court of Justice (ICJ) or any other neutral third party would be hard-pressed to be persuaded on the basis

of an unspoken agreement between Britain and Iran.

IV. Key Vocabulary

Memorandum of Understanding: A memorandum of understanding is an agreement between two or more

parties outlined in a formal document. It is not legally binding but signals the willingness of the parties to

move forward with a contract. The MOU can be seen as the starting point for negotiations as it defines the

scope and purpose of the talks. Such memoranda are most often seen in international treaty negotiations

but also may be used in high-stakes business dealings such as merger talks.

Emirates: An emirate is a territory ruled by an emir, a title used by monarchs or high officeholders in the

Muslim world.

Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ): The exclusive economic zone is an area beyond and adjacent to the

territorial sea, subject to the specific legal regime established in this Part, under which the rights and

jurisdiction of the coastal State and the rights and freedoms of other States are governed by the relevant

provisions of this Convention.
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Littoral States: A littoral state is a country that has a coastline. They have the right to have territorial waters

and have certain economic advantages.

V. Important Events & Chronology

Date (Day/Month/Year) Event

7 June 1921
British Empire occupied the islands and put them under the

administration of Sharjah

1968

UK announced that they will end its military and

governmental outposts in the Persian Gulf, resultantly in the

islands as well

29 November 1971

The Lesser and Greater Tunbs were invaded by a portion of

the Iranian army assisted by Imperial Iranian Navy forces.

Sheik Saqr bin Mohammed Al Qasimi, the ruler of Ras Al

Khaimah, fought the Iranian troops in the Tunbs despite not

having a documented agreement with Iran.

30 November 1971
Memorandum of Understanding is signed between Sharjah

and Iran

30 November 1971

To occupy the area of the island mentioned in the

memorandum of agreement with Sharjah, an Iranian

contingent arrived in Abu Musa. It was led by the navy's

commandant, who was welcomed by Sharjah's deputy ruler

and a few of his advisers. The annexation of the islands of

the Tunbs and the partial takeover of Abu Musa was

announced.

1 December 1971 UK officially left the region

2 December 1971
Six emirates including Sharjah came together and formed

the United Arab Emirates

9 December 1971

At a meeting of the UN Security Council, the UAE asserted

its claim to sovereignty over Abu Musa and the two Tunb

islands. At that meeting, it was resolved to postpone further

discussion of this issue.

1992 Negotiations took place between Iran and UAE but failed
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VI. Past Resolutions and Treaties

- United Nations Security Council Resolution S/2012/697 “Letter dated 11 September 2012 from the

Chargée d’affaires a.i. of the Permanent Observer Mission of the League of Arab States to the United

Nations addressed to the President of the Security Council”

https://digitallibrary.un.org/record/735091/files/S_2012_697-EN.pdf

The resolution concerns “The occupation by the Islamic Republic of Iran of the three Arab islands in

the Arabian Gulf belonging to the United Arab Emirates: the Greater Tunb, the Lesser Tunb and Abu Musa”.

- United Nations Security Council Report, Question concerning the islands of Abu Musa, the Greater

Tunb and the Lesser TunbIn 1971

https://www.un.org/securitycouncil/sites/www.un.org.securitycouncil/files/en/sc/repertoire/69-71/C

hapter%208/69-71_08-14-Question%20concerning%20the%20islands%20of%20Abu%20Musa,%

20the%20Greater%20Tunb%20and%20the%20Lesser%20Tunbpdf.pdf

Several Arab States brought to the Security Council’s attention the alleged occupation of the islands

of Abu Musa, the Greater Tunb and the Lesser Tunb by Iran, which they considered to be part of the territory

of the United Arab Emirates.

VII. Failed Solution Attempts

The problem continued to cause tension between the UAE and Iran for many years after the

takeover. The UAE brought its claim to the UN in 1980, but the UN Security Council postponed it at the

time, and it was never brought up again. In 1992, talks between the UAE and Iran fell through. Iran declined

the UAE's request to have the case heard by the International Court of Justice.

While the Memorandum of Understanding certainly is a solution attempt, it was neither successful

nor unsuccessful. By its nature, a Memorandum of Understanding shows the willingness of both parties to

resolve an issue and move forward. However, it is not legally binding and there have not been any

successful attempts at a resolution that was agreed upon by both parties ever since. Also, the

memorandum only includes Abu Musa, which excludes the Greater and the Lesser Tunbs from itself and

makes it unable to touch upon the issue at hand entirely.

VIII. Possible Solutions
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A solution must be created under the agreement of an unjust occupation by Iran and the fact that

they have breached Article 33 of the UN Charter. Keeping in mind that Iran is still unwilling to carry this case

to the ICJ and the UNSC has released a resolution upon this issue, the most feasible solution to this issue

would be the ensurement of the equal division of the Abu Musa, and the Greater and the Lesser Tunbs.

While there is already the Memorandum of Understanding between the two parties, a newly knit agreement

could be adapted into a binding agreement including all three islands.

Considering the governmental structure of the UAE, some experts have stated that UAE must come

to an agreement with its own emirates and then act towards it. So, a solution to benefit all seven emirates

constituting the UAE must be sought while coming up with a solution.

Another solution to this issue can be created by granting the economic and geopolitical advantages

of the islands and demilitarizing them. Since one of the main issues is the presence of armed forces on the

islands, the proper demilitarization, a peaceful assembly of both nations, and proper living standards for

each individual residing on the islands must be satisfied.

IX. Useful Links

- https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/2021/09/iran-uae-rehash-tensions-over-contested-islands

A New on the Relations between UAE and Iran on the Contested Islands

This news article briefly explains the dispute. It reflects the reasons for the increasing tension

between both parties.

- https://rusi.org/explore-our-research/publications/rusi-books/the-three-islands-mapping-the-uae-ira

n-dispute

The Three Islands: Mapping the UAE-Iran Dispute

A book mapping the dispute while analyzing its impacts. This book refers to the past of this issue

and suggests a way forward.

- https://news.un.org/en/story/2011/09/389112

A UN News Article on the Dispute

This news explains the statements of the Foreign Minister of UAE. The minister calls out Iran to

cooperate and carry this dispute to an upper organ.
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